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The college has a properly stated code of ethics to ensure that any paper submitted for publication
in the multidisciplinary annual journa-l J.K. Times does not have any material plagiarised, or used
without a proper mention of its source or citation. The Editorial Board checks all submissions rnacie
to it rigorously by taking help from the software available in the internet to maintain scholastic
integrity of the contents. The college is explicit in detailing the ethical responsibilities i:cth of ,r,;,::

editors and authors.

Ali authors are expected to understand our ethics policy before submitting to our" journal" This rs :l
accordance with our commitment to the prevention of ethical misconduct such as biar::rt
plagiarism, redundant publication, copyright infringement or any underhand practice.
However, we believe that some cases of impropriety are detected primarily because of a certajn iac<
of professionalism and to some extent lack of proper understanding and knowledge of cop;,'::'glr
1aws, and not through frauduient intent. Our policy is one of guidance and prevention of res.-::'ch
misconduct and not persecution.

The code of Ethics makes it compulsory for all authors to

1. Ensure that all researched work submitted is original" Anything that could comprcmise.he
originality of the sutrmission should be expressly avoided and/or discussed with the editcriai bc;l:d
in the iirst instance,

2. Openly disclose the source of atrl data used with clear complete reference,

3. Openly disclose any conflict of interest - for example, if publication were to benefit a colrLpet:' .:r
services in which the author(s) has a vested interest.

4. Fu11y comply with the editor and pubiisher in any requests f,or source data, proof of authcrsl:lp o:

originality in a timely manner, providing reasonable explanation for discrepancies or faiiur,::s ,-r;

disclose vital information.

5. Fuliy co-operate with any consequent investigations if the editor andf ar publisher are dissai-,--: l
with the evidence available or the explanations provided.

The code also makes it mandatory both for the Editorial Board and the Publisher to r:iai:r-,-: -

professional integrity in the entire process.
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